ENGINEERING PROJECTS MANAGER

ABOUT THE COMPANY
Headquartered in New York City since 2007, Persistent Systems LLC is a global communications technology company which develops, manufactures and integrates a patented and secure Mobile Ad Hoc Networking (MANET) system: Wave Relay®. The company’s industry leading R&D team has designed wireless networking protocols to support their cutting edge Wave Relay system and technology. Wave Relay is capable of running data, video, voice and other applications under the most difficult and unpredictable conditions. Their suite of products is field proven and utilized in Commercial, Military, Government, Industrial, Agriculture, Mining, Oil and Gas, Robotics, and Unmanned System markets.

JOB DESCRIPTION
Persistent Systems is looking for an Engineering Projects Manager. The Engineering Projects Manager is responsible for overseeing engineering project development and collaborating with the Government Projects Manager and Commercial Projects Manager to direct engineering projects according to customer requirements. The EPM is responsible for all aspects of project coordination. More specifically, the EPM has responsibilities that include: creation and maintenance of software engineering schedules, documentation preparation and customer interaction; ensuring that all control gates are met on schedule; and balancing collaboration with the CTO on long-term R&D projects with ensuring that short-term projects are carefully scheduled and managed as required by the Government Projects Manager and Commercial Projects Manager.

QUALIFICATIONS / EXPERIENCE
The ideal candidate would possess at least a BA/BS degree with 5+ years of managerial experience, a strong background in CS/EE, and a strong academic record. A graduate degree is preferable, but not required. In addition, applicants must have experience/demonstrable skills in the following areas:
- Information Technology Project Management
- Team-player who can both lead projects and collaborate with Engineering Projects Manager to set production schedules/goals
- Requirements gathering
- Project planning to include creating and managing work breakdown schedules
- Project Cost Estimation
- Coordinate change management functions and tasks
- Risk management
- Cost-benefit analysis
- Progress reporting

*Applicant must have a security clearance or be able to obtain a security clearance.*

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
The total value of your compensation at Persistent Systems is worth significantly more than just a paycheck. Persistent Systems offers health insurance, and we provide multiple plans to suit individual needs. We also offer a matching contribution retirement plan and a flexible spending plan. We observe 8 holidays and provide two weeks of paid vacation every year.

APPLY
Please send a resume and cover letter, and compensation requirements.

Please visit www.persistentsystems.com to learn more. Follow Persistent Systems, LLC on Twitter to get updates on the latest developments @pswaverelay